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Study of whale noises may lead to discourse

by Sue Eberleir
It might be possible tor men to have

intelligent communication with whales
if hurnans can learn about how wha'les
communicate.

A device with which man can
communicate with the mammals is
being investigated by Dr. Peter
Beamish. He discussed this and the
means which whales use to com-
municate with each other at a seminar
sponsored by the Department of
Zoology, on Monday.

Whales depend on audio and sub-
audio sounds to exchange information
about food sources and to indicate that
they are hungry.

Researchers working withi Beamish
have found that by recording and
broadcasting certain sounds made by
whales they can attract these mamamîs.
Some whales have closely approached
the sound transmitters and apparently
attempted to answer back.

An interesting area of study is the
whale song, thought to be produced by
maies attempting to attract femnales
during mating season. The song is about
20 minutes long and contains 40 to 45
repeated phrases. The song evolves froni
year to year, due to the competitive
nature of the singing, said Beamish.
Each whale attempts to make his song
more complex in order to gain a mating
advantage.

Another type of sound made by
whales is called a "20 hertz
monster." This is a song loud enough to
travel 1000 miles under water.

Before researchers can conclude
that this sound actually represents a
forma of long distance communication
however, It will be necessary to show
that another whale can hear and

Atlantic great wh
Meeting-whales face-to-face may

not be your idea of a spiritual encouniter.

But for Dr. David Beamish, a well-
known Canadian whale scientist, its
"ýone of the most rewarding experiences
of a lifetime."

Beamish told about 100 spectators
Sunday about his Ocean Contact
program during a Whale Society of
Edmo nton seminar titled "Rescuing
Atlantic Great Whales."

Almost 20 great whales are rescued
from the nets of Newfoundland com-
mercial fishing vessels every summer,
Beamish said, The whales move inland
because of depleted food supplies, he
said.

Dozens of whales are lost every
sumnmer to entrapment, according to
Beamish. 0f these, it is almost always
the younger, more naive whales that

aies rescued
become entangled in the nets.

Freeing the entrapped whales is
hazardous, saîd Beamîsh. Divers and
small boat-goers work for long periods
of tîme cutting away the net around the
sometimes struggling 70-ton whales.

Beamish used slides and a film to
illustrate the rescue.

A sonic device to warn whales of
fishermen's nets is another of Beamish's
projects. The problem, he said, is
finding a universal signal which will
repel ail species of whales.

Ocean Contact, Beamish's vacation
package, arranges human-whale "con-
tact experiences" which allow people to
meet whales first-hand. Fresh seafood
and enormous quantities of beer are also
promised.

More information is available from
the Whale Society of Edmonton, P.O.
Box 476. Substation 11, Edmonton.
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respond to the 20 hertz monster.
Beamish said he hopes to investigate this
phenomenon by placing two whales in
separate fjords in Newfoundland and
monitoring their behaviour.

Beamish said he does flot believe
that whales use language as we unders-
tand the term. They are capable of
transmitting large amounts of infornýa-
tion very rapidly, in a manner which is
flot entirely understood, he said.

An example of a complex message
sent in a mystical manner is one whale's
communication with another. He can
do this at some distance by slapping his
tail on the water surface. The slap*
actually produces two effects; a water
wave which travels at one mile per
second and an air wave which travels at
one-quarter mile per second. By com-
paring the times at which the sou nds are
received, the recipient whale determines
the location of the sender.

One anticipated resuit of Beamish's
research is the development of techni-
ques to avoid the entrapment of whales
in fishing nets, a problem that causes the
deaths of several of the mammals each
year. Researchers are presently working
on devices to attach to nets which
transmit a warning sound to ap-
proaching whales. Beamish hopes to
have some such devices working by this
summer.

- Beamish is director of Ceta-
Research/ Rescue, a Newfoundland
based organization dedicated to the
study and rescue of whales.

Column will resume
The regular sc ience <olumn,

Relative Perspectives, could flot be
prinied this iveek because oja .rhortage
of space. The column will return March
6, beginning a series on what weni
wrong at Three Mile Island,


